Abstract
Introduction
Image resolution depends on the physical characteristics of the sensor: the optics, the density and the spatial response of the sensing elements. Increasing the resolution by sensor modification may not always be an available option. An increase in the sampling rate can, however, be achieved by obtaining more samples of the same scene from a sequence of displaced images. In this paper we have proposed an algorithm for reconstructing high resolution images given a set of low resolution observations. Earlier works on superresolution such as [6] , [7] , [8] and [lo] provide a good background on the subject. In our approach, however, Markov Random Field's (MRF) 
Image Formation
We have, primarily, assumed that our low resolution images are formed by projecting a Lambertian surface of varying albedo onto the retina of a distant camera (orthographic projection) while the surface is being illuminated by a distant light source. It is well known that various possible combinations of the albedo and the surface shape can lead to the same light intensity. Therefore, recovering scene characteristics and structure is an ill-posed problem and needs to be constrained in order to converge to a unique sclution. Given the above assumptions the reflectance map of the surface is given by:
where d = ( p , q, -1) is the normal vector to the surface with p = and q = 3 (first partial derivatives of the altitude z). L' = ( a~, / 3~, y~) and 9 = (as, Ps, ys) are the unit normals along the light source and the viewing direction respectively. Since in the present case, digitization occurs on the surface rather than in the image plane, the number of elementary patches in the receptive field of the camera will be inversely proportional to the cosine of :he-reflection angle and therefore we have included N.S in (1). Note that . is refering to the dot product of two vectors. Now assuming that the Point Spread Function(PSF) of the camera H i can be modeled by a gaussian blurring kernel, we can obtain the image intensity at any point by convolution:
(2) ktU where g; is the surface albedo, R; is the reflectance given by (l), w is the support of the PSF and 7 = ( i l , i2) and = (kl, h2) are the surface and shifted image coordinates, respectively. We have used a generalized camera coordinate system:
where (2, y, t) are the world coordinates, 013 = a23 = 0, a l l = a22 = Sucosr, a12 = 021 = S,sinr with r the tilt angle of the camera and S , and S, the sampling rates along 2 and y axes respectively. a14 and a24 are given by the translations of the camera along z and y axes. These translational parameters should be in such way that the overlap between two image frames is at subpixel accuracy and hence image frames do not contain redundant information
An Algorithm For Super-Resolution
We will now consider the problem of refining photometric and structural information extracted from a sequence of intensity images. We will assume that the imaging process is well known and that a sequence of low resolution observations are available with pixels on each frame registered at subpixel accuracy by camera jittering [2] . Initializing the super-resolution image to an arbitrary estimate, we will then simulate the imaging process to obtain a set of estimated low resolution pictures. Comparing these with the observed sequence of low resolution frames will allow us to minimize a penalty function iteratively and hence update the initial guess until a stop criterion is met(- Figure 1) .
The penalty function contains two terms: the estimation error and a smoothness constraint to ensure a stable convergence to a unique solution. If the brightness error term is set aside then the solution degenerates to pure interpolation. However, in practice, the solution is regularized by including some terms which reflect the constraints together with the estimation error. The degree of regularization required can depend on the actual image being processed, and hence, Some authors 
A Probabilistic Framework
At this stage we will sample both g and z (ie. the albedo and the altitude respectively) on a superresolution grid size and impose a probabilistic model on them. We will, therefore, try to solve a classical Expectation Maximization (EM) problem, directly in a finite dimensional space, but possibly with real values. We will use Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) [l] for estimating the most probable configuration of the reconstructed image. The class of stochastic models (ie. random fields) that meet our criteria is the Markov Random Fields (MRF) on finite lattices ( g , z ) depict the pair of independent random fields to which our observed images belong. Determination of the MAP estimate requires the knowledge of constructing the a posteriori density function given a sequence of n observations: (11 .. .In).
Using Bayes law gives:
P((g, t)/11--.L) = KP(11-..1n/(g, t))P(g, t ) ( 5 ) where K is a constant. Assuming that the noise pro-cess is independent from one view to another: however, can be problematic when E is not convex as in the case for z. The method used for g comprises of an iterative gradient descent algorithm using tackled the problem by minimizing E locally under the positivity constraint for z.
Since the probability distribution of a MRF can be expressed in the form of a Gibbs distribution [3] [4]: n Successive Over Relaxation(S0R). As for z we have 
where is a normalizing constant called the partition E;€&; -";I2
Partial derivatives of E with respect to gi and zi are: partial derivatives vanish.
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The minimum value of E is obtained when these The annealing process, Figure 3 shows an aerial image of Paris which we have used as our ideal albedo. Using this ideal albedo and the altitude map, we have simulated a set of nine low resolution observed camera images. We have run the algorithm first for recovering the albedo using these observed images and assuming that the high resolution altitude map is known. Next, we carried out the same procedure for the altitude, with the knowledge of the high resolution albedo while minimizing the energy function locally(see (21 for details): 
Concluding Remarks
We presented herein an algorithm for recovering 3D information from a set of' low resolution intensity images. It is important, however, to have interframe subpixel displacements [7] [8][10] so that pixel information incorporated in our reconstructed high resolution images are determined by an oversampled surface. The advantage of the technique to pure interpolation is therefore the fact that the reconstructed image embodies interpixel values obtained directly from the actual scene using an error criterion. Also, change of spatial resolution using pure interpolation is usually obtained by trading the gray level quantization [2] .
In the case of g, the degree of relaxation can highly affect the speed of convergence and the quality of final results. Discretization prior to convolution can produce problems around the borders of the reconstructed images. These can be handled by means of extrapolation methods. Note that our method can be used for direct recovery of height from shading [9] with varying albedo. Results for both g and z are indeed very much promising.
